A comprehensive description of the phenotypic changes during cellular aging is key towards 3 unraveling its causal forces. Using recently developed experimental tools, which previously had 4 enabled us to map age related changes in proteome and transcriptome (Janssens et al., 2015), and 5 model-based inference methods, here, we generated a comprehensive account of the metabolic 6 changes during the entire replicative life of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. With age, we found 7 decreasing metabolite levels, decreasing growth and substrate uptake rates accompanied by a 8 switch from aerobic fermentation to a respiratory metabolism, with increased glycerol and acetate 9 production. The identification of intracellular metabolic fluxes revealed an increase in redox 10 cofactor turnover, likely to combat the increased production of reactive oxygen species. The 11 identified metabolic changes possibly reflect a dynamic adaptation to the age-associated, non-12 homeostatic increase in volume. With metabolism being an important factor of the cellular 13 phenotype, this work complements our recent mapping of the transcriptomic and proteomic 14 changes towards a holistic description of the cellular processes during aging.
Introduction
Cellular aging is a complex multifactorial process affected by an intertwined network of effectors such as protein translation, protein quality control, mitochondrial dysfunction and metabolism (Barzilai et al., 23 2012; Kennedy et al., 1994; Lagouge and Larsson, 2013; Webb and Brunet, 2014) . Disentangling cause 24 and effect is a major challenge in aging research (McCormick and Kennedy, 2012) . A key requisite 25 towards unraveling the causal forces of cellular aging is a comprehensive account of the concomitant 26 phenotypic changes. In the replicatively aging budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a common model 27 for mitotic aging (Eisenberg et al., 2007) , unfortunately, the application of cell ensemble-based omics 28 methods has been difficult due to the rapid outgrowth of aging mother cells by the newly formed daughter 29 cells. Through a novel cultivation technique, allowing us to generate large amounts of aged cells, we 30 could recently perform proteome and transcriptome profiling throughout the whole lifespan of S.
31
cerevisiae. There, on the basis of an identified gradually increasing uncoupling between protein and 32 transcript levels of biogenesis-related genes, we conjectured that this uncoupling is one of the causal 33 forces of aging (Janssens et al., 2015) . Furthermore, we found changes in metabolic protein expression 34 and, consistent with an earlier report (Lin et al., 2001) , in metabolic gene expression, suggesting an and daughter cells, we used non-negative linear regression to infer the metabolite concentration in each individual population, using the determined fractional abundances of each population and the age-79 dependent cell volumes, which we determined with microfluidics and microscopy ( Supplementary Fig.   80 2.1). To confirm the validity of the regression approach, where in general a good fitting was achieved (R 2 81 = 0.89) ( Supplementary Fig. 2.2a) , we compared the concentrations for daughter cells, inferred from the 82 mixed population samples, with metabolite concentrations determined from young streptavidin-labeled 83 cells. Here, we found an excellent agreement (R 2 = 0.99) ( Supplementary Fig. 2.2b ).
84
Focusing on the intracellular metabolite dynamics in aging mother cells, we found that the concentrations 85 of all quantified metabolites on average decreased to about 25 % of their initial values ( Fig. 2a and 86 Supplementary Fig. 2.2c ). Remarkably, despite the drop in ATP levels, the adenylate energy charge was 87 maintained between 0.8 and 0.95 ( Supplementary Fig. 2. 3), which corresponds to values of exponentially 88 growing cultures (Ditzelmüller et al., 1983) . The drop in metabolic concentrations suggests that metabolic 89 activities are globally decreased in aged cells and, as many metabolites have also regulatory function 90 Litsios et al., 2018) , the observed concentration changes are expected to lead to 91 metabolic rearrangements.
92
Cells switch from a fermentative to a respiratory metabolism with age 93 To assess changes on the level of metabolic fluxes, we next determined the physiological rates, i.e. 94 growth, metabolite uptake and excretion rates of aging cells. At each time point (after 10, 20, 44 and 68 95 h), we measured the evolution of cell count and extracellular concentrations of glucose, pyruvate, acetate, 96 glycerol and ethanol over a period of three hours in each harvested sample (i.e. mix 1, 2 and 3). The 97 fractional abundance of each cell population was determined before and after that period. We used a 98 second set of aliquots to measure the evolution of produced carbon dioxide and consumed oxygen using a 99 Respiration Activity Monitoring System (RAMOS) (Hansen et al., 2012) . To infer the population-specific 100 physiological rates from the mixed-population samples, we fitted the acquired dynamic data to an reduction of the growth rate, which we confirmed with single-cell measurements ( Supplementary Fig.   111 2.5). Furthermore, while at a young age, cells showed a fermentative metabolic phenotype indicated by 112 ethanol production and a low oxygen uptake rate (although oxygen was sufficiently available in the setup 113 (Janssens et al., 2015)), with increasing age cells shifted towards a respiratory phenotype as indicated by 114 an increase in oxygen uptake and reduced ethanol excretion (Fig. 2b) . However, unlike a normal 115 respiratory metabolism, where no byproducts would be excreted, up to half of the carbon influx was 116 directed to glycerol and acetate excretion. The production of glycerol indicates a stress response 117 (Albertyn et al., 1994) and acetate metabolism was linked to apoptosis (Giannattasio et al., 2013) 
135

Phenotypical metabolic changes are accompanied by drastic intracellular flux rearrangements
136
To infer the intracellular flux distributions from the acquired physiological data, we used a recently 137 developed computational method (Niebel et al., 2018) . This method rests on a thermodynamic and 138 stoichiometric model of cellular metabolism (as a function of metabolite concentration and metabolic 139 flux) and was shown to yield predictions in good agreement with 13 C based metabolic flux analysis, while 140 not relying on labelling data (Niebel et al., 2018) . The model consists of a mass balanced metabolic 141 reaction network, including glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, tricarboxylic acid cycle, amino acid-, 142 nucleotide-, sterol-synthesis and two reactions accounting for the NAD(P)H demand required for 143 scavenging of reactive oxygen species (ROS). The reaction directionalities are constrained by the 144 associated changes in Gibbs energy, and the Gibbs energy dissipated by the sum of all metabolic 145 processes is balanced with the Gibbs energy exchanged with the environment through exchange processes 146 (i.e. the production and consumption of extracellular metabolites). Using this model and regression 147 analysis, we analysed the inferred metabolite concentrations ( Fig. 2a ) and physiological rates ( Fig. 2b) 148 ( Supplementary Fig. 3.1 ). Subsequently, we assessed the solution space of the regression solution by 149 minimizing the absolute sum of fluxes (Holzhütter, 2004) to obtain the intracellular flux distributions 150 during aging.
151
The inferred intracellular flux rearrangements with age echo our findings from the extracellular 152 physiology. Up until an age of 20 h the intracellular physiology depicted a fermentative phenotype with a 153 low flux into the pentose phosphate pathway and a low flux in an incomplete tricarboxylic acid cycle as 154 the majority of carbon was leaving glycolysis through the pyruvate decarboxylase towards ethanol. After 155 20 h, cells began to gradually shift towards a respiratory flux distribution, where an increasing proportion 156 of the incoming carbon flux was directed into the pentose phosphate pathway and half of the carbon flux 
176
The redox cofactor production and consumption rates (normalized by the respective glucose uptake rate) were 177 obtained by minimizing the absolute sum of fluxes within the solution space of the regression analysis of the 178 inferred intracellular metabolite concentrations and physiological rates. Reactions with a maximal turnover of < 179 0.5 mol mol glc -1 were combined and depicted as various. Note, that we did not enforce the emergence of ROS, 180 however, the model could fit the experimental data the best by using cofactors for ROS scavenging.
181
Discussion
182
Here, we complemented our earlier generated transcriptome and proteome account during the 183 replicative aging of the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, with the metabolic phenotype, 184 inferred from cell ensemble measurements. Next to globally decreased metabolite levels, we found 185 that cells shift with age from a fermentative towards a respiratory phenotype accompanied by a decrease in growth and glucose uptake rate. We hypothesize that the increase in cellular volume with 187 age (cf. Supplementary Fig. 1) is responsible for the observed decrease in the volumetric (i.e. dry 188 weight specific) substrate influx. Such decreased substrate influx will lead to decreased glycolytic 189 fluxes, which trigger a switch towards a respiratory metabolism . Increased 190 respiratory activity ( Fig. 2b and 3) could then lead to an increased generation of reactive oxygen 191 species (Drakulic et al., 2005) necessitating an increase in redox cofactor turnover ( Fig. 4) 
290
As samples harvested from the column still resembled a mixture of mother, daughter and dead cells and any 291 subsequent sorting step, aiming at an absolutely pure mother cell fraction would have inherently led to a 292 distortion of the metabolic phenotype, we opted for an approach also followed in our previous study (Janssens et   293 
340
The in each sample (with n cell cells) measured amount of metabolite, n meas , contains metabolites originating from 341 mother (mo) and daughter (da) cells. As dead cells were considered to be lysed and their metabolite content 342 accordingly leaked into the medium, we assumed that their contribution to the total metabolite pool can be 343 neglected. With taking the respective volumes of mother and daughter cells (Method 5 and Supplementary  Fig. 1 
359
The regression problem in (Eq. 2) was implemented in MATLAB (Release R2013, MathWorks, Inc.,
360
Massachusetts, USA) and the unknown metabolite concentrations, c, in mother and daughter cells were 361 identified using the function "lsqnonneg". The uncertainty of the estimation was then determined by leave-one-362 out cross-validation, where we one-by-one removed data points from the set and repeated the estimation 363 procedure ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
364
Method 3 | Inference of growth, metabolite uptake and production rates
365
The physiological parameters (i.e. growth, metabolite uptake and production rates) were determined from two 366 independent experimental campaigns. In campaign I, samples were harvested after 20, 44 and 68 h and in 367 campaign II after 10, 20, 44, and 68 h where the samples from campaign II were split and analyzed in 368 duplicates. The three data sets of both campaigns were combined for the inference. Additionally, we determined 369 the physiologies of biotin labeled cells (referred to as '0 h') and unlabeled cells (referred to as 'unlabeled').
370
Batch cultivation conditions in minimal medium
371
The three samples obtained from the cultivation column (i.e. mix 1, 2 and 3) as well as the two reference 
408
The inferred cell specific dry weights of mother/dead and daughter cells were then used to convert the measured 409 cell counts to dry weight. At the beginning of each cultivation (t=0) the total dry weight, X t=0 , is constituted of 410 mother/dead and daughter cells, taking their fractional abundance into account, while in the following all new 0 , , / , , 0, , 0, , 0, , 0, , 0, , , , 0, , 
418
Additionally, the inferred cell specific dry weights of mother/dead and daughter cells were used to convert the 419 cell count specific fractional abundances, α j,k , β j,k , and γ j,k , in the dry mass specific fractional abundances of 420 mother, daughter and dead cells, α dw j,k , β dw j,k , and γ dw j,k , in every sample j at every aging time point k: consumption of oxygen and the production of carbon dioxide in a time interval were calculated from the mean of two consecutive OTR and CTR measurement cycles multiplied by the time.
Inference of growth, metabolite uptake and production rates of mother and daughter cells 443
To infer the physiological parameter of mother (mo), daughter (da) and dead (de) cells from the mixed 444 population measurements, we formulated an ordinary differential equation 
449
The total biomass in the sample is constituted of mother, dead and daughter cells and thus the differential mass where X j,k is the total biomass and X mo j,k and X de j,k the biomass of mother and dead cells in sample j at the aging 459 time point k.
460
From Eq. 9, Eq. 10 and Eq. 11 follows that the change in total biomass is only due to the change in daughter cell 461 biomass, X da j,k , which in turn can be either due to the emergence of new daughter cells originating from mother 462 cells (i.e. budding of mother cells) or originating from daughter cells (i.e. budding of daughter cells). Thus, the 463 change of the total biomass is given as,
464
, , , where µ mo k is the growth rate (unit h -1 ) of mother cells and µ da is the growth rate (unit h -1 ) of daughter cells.
466
Reformulating the partial derivatives in Eq. 10 and Eq. 11 yields the change in dry mass specific fractional 467 abundance of mother and dead cells as, and plugging Eq. 13 and Eq. 14 in the differential biomass balance (Eq. 9) yields the change in fractional 472 abundance of daughter cells due to budding of mother and daughter cells as, 473 , , , 
477
where c glc,j,k is the measured glucose concentration (unit g g DW -1 h -1 ) in sample j at the aging time point k, q S mo k 478 and q S da the specific uptake rates of mother and daughter cells and Y XS mo k and Y XS da the biomass yields (unit 479 g g DW -1 ) of mother and daughter cells.
480
In a similar way, the mass balance for oxygen, carbon dioxide and other fermentation products can be 481 formulated: 
487
To increase robustness in the estimation, we stated that the mother and daughter cell physiology needs to fulfill 488 the carbon balance within a certain range. 489 0.5 1.5
where q C S and q C P are the specific carbon uptake and excretion rates (unit C-mol g DW -1 h -1 ) of mother and 491 daughter cells.
492
All three datasets were combined into one parameter estimation problem subject to the equations 12 to 19. All 
Supplementary Figures 577
582
The intracellular concentration of 18 metabolites in daughter and aging mother cells was inferred from data 583 obtained in various mixed population samples using non-negative least square regression where we obtained an 584 excellent fit. (b) To confirm the validity of inference method for intracellular metabolite concentrations, we 585 determined the metabolite concentration of young streptavidin-labeled cells and compared them to the inferred 586 metabolite concentrations of daughter cells, which, by definition, should have the same phenotype. Here, we 587 found a good consensus, confirming our approach. (c) We found a drastic decrease of metabolite concentrations 588 with cell age (starting from young daughter cells (da)) of all 18 metabolites: adenosindiphosphat (ADP), acetone phosphate (DHAP), fructose 1,6-bisphosphate (FBP), fructose-6-phosphate (F6P), glucose-1-phosphate 591 (G1P), glucose-6-phosphate (G6P), glutamic acid (Glu), malic acid (Mal), phenylalanine (Phe), 592 phosphoenolpyruvic acid (PEP), ribose-5-phosphate (R5P), ribulose-5-phosphate (Ru5P), sedoheptulose-7-593 phosphate (S7P) and succinic acid (Succ). The standard errors were determined by leave-one-out cross-594 validation, where we one-by-one removed data points from the set and repeated the estimation procedure. and glucose over a period of three hours in each harvested sample (i.e. mix 1 (a), 2 (b) and 3(c)). The dry mass 602 specific fractional abundance of each cell population was determined before and after that period. We used a 603 second set of aliquots to measure the evolution of produced carbon dioxide and consumed oxygen using a 604 Respiration Activity Monitoring System (RAMOS) (Hansen et al., 2012) . To infer the population-specific 605 physiological rates from the mixed-population samples, we fitted the acquired dynamic data to an ordinary 606 differential equation model, describing the changes of the biomass and extracellular metabolite concentrations in 607 the samples, due to mother and daughter cell growth and their respective metabolism. decreasing growth rate inferred with cell age was confirmed using microfluidics and microscopy. Cells from an 610 exponentially growing batch culture were loaded onto a microfluidics device and monitored for > 70 h. The 611 doubling time (time from bud emergence to next bud emergence) was measured for each cell in bright-field 612 images, and the growth rate for each doubling event (ln(2) t d -1 ) was calculated. Growth rates within 6 hours 613 windows were averaged. Note, that the growth rate in Fig. 2b 
